Nothing Much of Anything: Grace Kelly wears plain horn-rimmed spectacles around New York but sports dark sunglasses when she hits the Hollywood spots. Figures...Beautiful Alma Ross, Louis Prima's first wife and my one-time neighbor, flew to Vegas from Hollywood to remind him that he owes her some back alimony. Alma (who never saw Hawaii) is the Coast's most famed hula teacher and producer...Art Stander, who produces Janis Paige's TV show (and dates her in his spare time which is nice of him at that) gifted her with a portrait of herself which he painted. Quite an all around guy. What else can he do?

Nothing from Everywhere: Martha Raye flew to Vegas to spend her birthday with A. H. Riddle whoever he is...Floyd Maxwell, former chairman of Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers association who succeeded the late Steve Hannigan as publicity advisor for Nassau (Bahamas) Development board, practicing the plugs he preaches by patronizing the Nassau night spots with Joyce Mambert, of the Toronto millions...Tex Guinan's famed Mary Crawford phones she's been over her ailing for a long time and is busy selling gifts at the House of Morgan in Westport, Conn.

The People's Verdict: I thought former Army Secretary Stevens would like to know that the citizens of Yonkers are honoring Roy M. Cohn with a huge testimonial dinner for his "patriotism and public service" on Nov. 17 at Philips Restaurant. Reservations limited to 1,000 and almost all gone...Which is why Roy is Carmen Di Sapio's secret "dark horse" for Lehman's Senate seat in '56 after Wagner and Harriman knock themselves out fighting for it...Former N. Y. Police Comm. Adams, a Democrat, huddling daily with Gotham GOP boss Riegelman. Wants to run for Mayor or Senator.